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name: Name of the Senator corresponding to the Wikipedia page.
removed: Date and time the edit was removed. If an edit was not removed, coded as “NO”
time: Date and time the edit was made
time_edit: Date and time the edit was made, in Stata format
time_removed: Date and time the edit was removed, in Stata format. Coded as missing if the edit was not removed.
time_alive: Difference between time_removed and time_edit. Amount of time the edit was alive on the Wikipedia page.
round: Experiment number.
state: State of U.S. Senator
class: Senator’s election class
party: Senator’s party
lengthofincumbency: Year Senator was first elected.
leadership: Any leadership positions occupied by Senator.
committeechair: Any committee chair positions occupied by Senator.
pagechar: Senator’s Wikipedia page count before experiment began.
population: Population of Senator’s state
region: Census region of Senator’s state.
locked: 1=Senator’s Wikipedia page is locked. 0=not blocked.
block: Blocking variable for randomization
treatment_pre_order: Order in which edits were made in Study 5, pre-election.
influence: 1=in leadership or committee chair; 0=no leadership or committee chair
republican: 1=Senator is a Republican; 0=other
term: When Senator served, if retired/dead
living: Among retired Senators, 1=living; 0=dead
treat_final: Treatment. 1=Positive w/ citation; 2=Positive w/o citation; 3=Negative w/ citation; 4=Negative w/o citation
treatment_post_order: Order in which edits were made in Study 5, post-election.